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Location and Movement – How to Pack Up a Store or Gallery 

 

This is really not rocket science, but our recent task of packing up hundreds of 

objects stored and displayed in a large gallery taught us a few lessons. We were 

working in the dark so to speak, as the gallery hadn’t been properly audited in years 

and there were no clear location and movement protocols in place. Luckily most 

objects had some sort of number on them, but several hundred did not. Dealing with 

the process in the way outlined below has meant we now have the luxury of time to 

sort out all the anomalies without panicking that we still don’t know where anything 

is! 

 

1. Decide on a method and write a method statement. 

Sounds obvious but you want to make sure all staff/volunteers are working to the same 

plan. Otherwise you might find that individuals start using their own idiosyncratic 

systems and nothing adds up! Having written instructions that everyone can refer to 

without a team leader being present will overcome this issue. Make sure these are 

printed hardcopy and pinned to a wall somewhere. 

 

2. Numbers for Objects 

You will most likely already have an object numbering system and most objects will 

(hopefully) be numbered. It is important that every object has a number and that those 

numbers tally with an audit trail, so you can find that object again. When an object 

doesn’t have a clear number on it, (although it may have a permanent collection number 

that it has been separated from) you’ll want to give it a temporary number of some sort. 

Keep it simple – T1, T2, T3 etc. works really well (referring to temporary 1, temporary 2 

etc.).  

 

By having a series of numbers to refer back to, you can worry about working out what 

the object’s ‘real’ number is once your moving and packing are complete and you have 

time to do some detective work. If you have time it might be worth photographing each 

of your unknown items, so that you can match them with their corresponding permanent 

collection numbers at a later date, without having to unpack them again.   

 

3. Numbers for Boxes 

If you’re moving a lot of items you will likely be packing them into crates or boxes and 

these will also need a numbering system. We named them after our project, so that we 

could easily pinpoint them in cupboards where there were other boxes that looked 

similar. So when we emptied Gallery 6, we called the boxes G6-1, G6-2, G6-3 etc. It’s 

unwise to just call the boxes 1, 2, 3 etc. because you are likely to have other number runs 

of boxes elsewhere in the museum and it will get confusing.  
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4. Tracking Boxes and Objects 

Set up a simple excel spreadsheet that everyone can use to track object and box 

numbers and have a laptop available to work from in the room you’re packing. Don’t try 

and do this all on paper. Paper gets lost, people’s writing is hard to read and someone 

will just have to type it all up later anyway. If a lot of you are working on the project you 

can set up two spreadsheets to run simultaneously. For your box listings sheet you’re 

likely to need the following columns: 

Object number (either its accession number or a temporary number) 

Description (a short description of the object that allows it to be easily eye-balled) 

Notes (anything that doesn’t fit anywhere else. This might be other numbers associated 

with the item, parts missing, the fact that it is one of a pair etc.). 

Previous location (where you took it from. This can be helpful in creating a trail if 

anything is mislaid and you need to backtrack) 

New location (where you have moved it to) 

Database Record (this was quite specific to the PCM. We are in the process of 

constructing a computerised database. This let us track which objects had computerised 

records which could be directly updated as the object moved).  

 

5. Tracking Temporary Numbers 

Create a hardcopy folder that is under the control of the team leader for your packing 

project. Keep a selection of pre-printed sticky labels with box numbers on them and a 

printed spreadsheet of temporary numbers. Keeping these as hardcopy in one place 

stops numbers accidentally being repeated or missed as there is only one place that the 

numbers can be taken from. This is especially important if there are multiple packing 

teams. Your temporary numbers sheets need to include the following information:  

Temporary Number (make this a pre-printed column to make things quicker/easier) 

Box Number (the box number the item went in to) 

Notes (as above) 

 

6. Large Items 

Not everything will fit in a box. If you’re packing large items individually it is worth 

writing ‘soft-wrapped’ in the box number column. This means someone down the line 

won’t be looking for the object in a box thinking it has been missed off the list.  
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Here is an example from our box listing spreadsheet. This was up and running on a laptop in the project room for packers to input directly into. 

At the PCM objects have a collection number and an object number, so we use two separate columns for the ‘object number’, but you probably 

won’t need that elsewhere. You may notice the interesting description of item three – we didn’t know what this was and rather than wasting 

time finding out when we were under time pressure to finish packing, we decided that a very literal description of the item, making it clear 

which item in the box we were referring to, would allow us to find it again (along with the object number) in the future. Remember, descriptions 

don’t need to be detailed or academic – its about the practical need of finding the object again during the packing process. 

  

 
 

 

Here is an example of our temporary numbers list. This was printed hardcopy and in a file kept by the  team leader. The list had the numbers in 

the first column pre-printed for ease. Because PCM object numbers are based on collections, we included a column for possible collection 

names, as this would help us track down the object’s ‘real’ number later.  

 

BOX NUMBER COLL. OBJECT NUMBER DESCRIPTION NOTES Previous Location New Location

G6-1 CAM.II 629 Mineral or flint reconcile with other CAM.II.629 G6 C009 Corridor 1, C004

G6-1 CAM.II 629 Tobacco reconcile with other CAM.II.629 G6 C009 Corridor 1, C004

G6-1 CAM.II 910 Figurine of lady with breasts G6 C009 Corridor 1, C004

G6-1 CAM.II 420 Indigo sample G6 C009 Corridor 1, C004

G6-1 CAM.II 425 Yellow dye sample G6 C009 Corridor 1, C004

G6-1 MER 30A Mouth Stones x4 G6 C009 Corridor 1, C004

Temporary 

Number

Description Coll.? Location Notes

T1 Seed pod CAMII ? G6-1

T2 Ring/disc of organic matter CAMII ? G6-1

T3 Dried seed/nut CAMII ? G6-1

T4 seeds CAMII ? G6-1

T5 clay disk CAMII ? G6-1


